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About This Game

A Bird's peaceful summer slumber is disturbed by the majestic call of a mysterious Owl. Enticed to swallow the last piece of the
waning Moon, Bird is blown far from its Golden Gate home.

Unscramble celestial puzzles and create miniature musical worlds. Re-awaken shadowy forests and bring life back to sparkling
lakes. Discover hidden creatures, help the Bird reunite the fragmented Moon... and find its way home.

Brought to you by Funomena’s uniquely diverse team of veteran developers (Journey, Flower, Boom Blox, The Sims 2) Luna is
an interactive fable about learning by the light of unexpected mistakes.

Solve celestial puzzles to unlock each level's tree, plant and animal spirits.

Place, customize and interact with them in miniature, musical terrariums.

Bring each world to life, revealing Austin Wintory’s haunting, enchanting score.

Available now for both Windows and Windows VR Platforms!

PC version is best used with a mouse with a scrolling wheel.
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Title: Luna
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Funomena
Publisher:
Funomena
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5 7200U

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GTX 960/965M/1050 (or greater) DX12-capable discrete GPU or AMD RX 460 (or greater) DX12-capable
discrete GPU

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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Sadly this game was not as expected.

The current screenshots on show are not what the game looks like, and the art quality isn't consistent at all. The format of the
game looks decent in the steam store screenshots, however in game it is nothing alike and is poor in comparison.

Some of the little characters are well drawn and kind of cute, however some look more like a kid in paint designed them.
The avatars or "trainers" are lazy designs, and the gameplay itself is instantly slow and just a rinse repeat with each level.

Requested a refund for the game.. Started the campaign, clicked the tutorial button, got almost nothing for how to start. Half an
hour later the enemy overran me with ships and I lost interest in this game. Gonna try the second one now, hopefully that one
actually tells you how to play.. This game doesn't launch, just crashes when starting. Impossible to recommend.. I thoroughly
enjoy dead exit. Once you start figuring out how the game works, there are all sorts of fun combos to pull off. On the harder
difficulties, you feel like you're constantly just one step ahead of the great zombie hordes, and every move has to matter. I
would recommend dead exit, as it is good fun. what used to be a decent game is now COMPLETE GARBAGE since EA refuses
to fix their games or include years old DLC in the deluxe edition-forget mass effect and EA they have been and always will be
UTTER TRASH!. I feel so conflicted leaving any review at all for this game. Never in my life have I see such a massive
disparity between the quality of a game and the quality of the narrative. Every single character in this game is an overused trope
with only a single character trait to define them, and the dialogue between them makes me want to gouge my eyes out.

THAT SAID, just about everything else about this game is perfect, so i'm willing to forgive the lackluster storyboarding. I don't
think it's quite worth 25$, but I'm quite happy with the 15 I spent while it was on sale.

Oh, and it's worth noting that there are plenty of other players who've encountered game-breaking bugs. I personally didn't have
anything go wrong, but it might be worth reading through the forums before you decide.. Its a good game (ofc if you're an SAO
fan). Sabres of Infinity is a text-based choice game. You should try it out if you like that sort of stuff, and it has replayability in
the certain paths of it. I wouldn't pay more then 5 dollars for it though.. How did I ever do this before? I am really bad at being
sperm.

While this game is addicting and somewhat enjoyable, I don't recommend it, mainly because the upgrades aren't permenantly
unlocked, and that annoys me.
I also don't like that the sperm maker is cooler than me, never do I reach the end and hit a carpet or anything, it's always
digestion or egg.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTzCOC1VcpE. Aweful combat system, very bad user interface. This killed my
experience.
I saw a short gameplay and the game seemed awesome... I regret buying it and this rarely happens to me.. really good if you're in
a pinch. very nice game!while i like steampunk tower 1 a bit more,this is definately good!

but there is a little problem:the lightning turrets don't have any chains,even with the upgrade.i dont think it is supposed to be like
this,and i would apprechiate it,if it would be fixed.thanks!

something i noticed after starting this game after some months:my save is gone. assuming from the situation,i'll guess that it was
gone at some point but i just stopped playing instead of writing a review. not cool. I have started playing through the game and I
am already thoroughly enjoying a lot of aspects about this game. For example its very obvious the creator has spent lots of time
and effort on the dialogue as it has been fab so far through out the game, its engaging and interesting!! I love the art style
(although sometimes hard to see objects at times) its fun and creative and very innovative. Something I havent seen done
before! Overall a great game and well worth the small fee to pay for it, cant wait to play more and see how the story progresses!
If you would like to see my playthrough of the game here is part one!: https://youtu.be/VPZVllX6sVk. A simple core concept,
well executed. The dynamic music is fantastic too.. while I was browsing this game, my mom came in and I had to punch the
screen and told her there was a spider on it.
after buying a new monitor I had to buy this game and write this review.. It's a good game. Artillery, smoke, Stukas, several
campaigns, it's an easy to learn wargame but hard to master. I bought it previously but had some problems running it, I could not
get it to close when I exited the game but that has been fixed and now this game runs like a dream. I paid 10 bucks for it, which
is a bargain. It's got a ton of content and it's entertaining and challenging. I will probably buy the Kursk DLC in the future.. I
have been playing this game for a long time (5-6 years probably) under different publishers.
I recommend this game to all of the old players who have played 9 Dragons before. But to you, new players, there are honestly a
lot better looking games out there. However, I am giving it a thumbs up because it is my childhood game and also because it has
some unique features that not many RPGs have.

Pros:
+Unique features such as "martial arts" fighting styles, flexible leveling system etc...
+Fun to play with friends
+Active and pleasant community
+Great in-game items and a lot of drops from mobs
+Fun grinding
+Brings back good memmories from the past
+Fun and immersive world of ancient China
+Great soundtrack
+Not pay to win

Cons:
-Outdated graphics
-Outdated manouver and character control
-Boring and not very rewarding quests
-Poor mob behavior
-Poor dungeon system
-Poor PvP system
-"Meh" animations

Final personal verdict: 6.5/10
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